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A nomad gap for each slave node to master segment is computed using interpolants of the above Newmark formula. For normal gaps which violate the impenetrability condition for solid bodies a node to segment contact constraint is introduced. This leads to a set of equations which couple the degrees of fkedom which, when linearized, lead to a set of simultaneous linear equations. Thus, the contact part is implicit.
Since the explicit time step is constrained by the Courant condition, we assume that changes in the directions of the normal to contact surfaces do not change rapidly. Using this constraint, the gap condition becomes linear and it is necessary to only solve the implicit equations once per time step. For contact conditions which are node-node we are able to show that satisfying the contact conditions using the above approach lead to states for which the velocities and accelerations computed from the Newark formulas are free from spurious jumps commtmly encountered in explicit solutions. The interpolated conditions may not satisfy the jump states exactly, but numerical solutions confirm that good results are obtained.
To facilitate the description of contact surfaces an automatic enumeration for the slave nodes and master segments on the surfaces of each body was employed. Much effort haa been expended to develop stable and accurate methods which may be applied to general claeea of problems. In general, methods are divided into groupe (1) explicit integration of the momentum balance equations; and (2) implicit integration of the momentum balance equations. In this paper a vtudy iv presented to consider a general treatment of contact constraint and their efkta on a tranaient analysis. Special consideration ia directed to the dynamical aapecta of contact problem so that use of artificial diffusion mechanism may be avoided.
Section 3 of thii report develops the contact equations for a general hyperelastic material. Section 4 develops the dynamic equationa of motion. Section 5 examinea the behavior of the velocity and acceleration fields at contact interfaces. Section 6 preaenta a 2-D contact detection algorithm. Section 7 preeenta a number of examples that test the p:c?=ed a! yiithm.
DEVELOPMENT OF VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS
Thii vection develops the contact equations for a general hyperelastic material. .
. .
An Explicit-Implicit Contact Afgorifhm 3
It ia common in numerical simulations to introduce the displacement fieId (assuming a constant basis~and common origin for the body) 
t-l FIGURE 3.2 Discrete Point of Contact
For the moment, we will aasurne that the normal is constant along the master segment. Note that this contact condition may exist between two distinct bodies or two pointa on a oingle body.
At time %+1 the gap condition at point i is defined by
where for the ith gap cundition where A m a Boolean selection operator.
Noting that 6x = I%, the fit variation of Equation ( Note that the gap condition ia now to be aatiafled at time tfi+l. This is becauae for explicit time integration, the diaplacement field at time tm+z ia entirely deilned by the atate at time %+1. We then choose the rate term at time t.+l to aa~the gap conatrainta at time tfi+z.
% facilitate solution of the contact terms in Equation (3.27), a number of simplifying aaaumptions will be made aa discuaaed in the next aedon.
.,. Once Equation (4.6) ia solved for a.+], axrected valuea for v~+l and G+Z may then be obtained using the Newmark integration scheme.
BEHAVIOR OF INTERFACE VELOCITY AND ACCELEI&kTION
In the previous section, we motivate the imposition of a gap mnatraint on the displacement field at time The explicit-implicit algorithm proposed in this report will preserve this behavior of the velocity andl eration fields acrosa the contact interface. The normal is constant along the length of the master element. It may also be defined aa a fimction of r.
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